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 What is a regulatory sandbox?
A regulatory sandbox is a tailored environment in 

which innovative businesses can experiment with new 
products and services and fast-track cutting-edge 
technologies to market with the guidance and advice of 
regulatory experts.1

Prospective businesses fill out an application detail-
ing their idea, the risks and benefits to consumers, and 
what kind of relief they need—usually lowered fees and 
reporting requirements and a limited or waived appli-
cation of regulations that prevent experimentation. The 
relevant agency reviews applications, grants sandbox 
participation to worthy ideas (and rejects duds), and 
lays out the terms for the sandbox program, including 
consumer transparency and protection measures as well 
as conditions for exit—either as a normally-regulated 
entity, or a “failure” that closes shop.

Typically, regulatory sandboxes are defined for a spe-
cific industry, but that is changing. Florida has already 
passed a regulatory sandbox program for financial tech-
nology firms,2 and other states have followed our lead or 
experimented with other kinds of regulatory sandboxes.3

 What are the national trends?
Regulatory sandboxes have proven popular, with 

dozens of states passing or considering this kind of fast-
track program over the past five years.4 Fintech sand-
boxes are the most common option, but states have also 
created sandboxes for innovative insurance and legal 
products.

The next phase of regulatory sandboxes will be indus-
try-neutral, meaning that businesses can apply for the 
sandbox from any industry. Policymakers do not need 
to carve out spaces for experimentation on an indus-
try-by-industry basis. Rather, the government can cre-
ate a general application system to which any business 
can submit and seek regulatory relief.

 How do industry-neutral 
sandboxes differ from 
traditional sandboxes?

Besides the expanded focus, the biggest difference 
between all-purpose and industry-by-industry sandbox-
es is in the administrative structure. Typically, indus-
try-by-industry sandbox programs are housed in the 
agency that would administer the regulations for which 
the participant receives relief. The office not only runs 
the program, but it also receives and evaluates applica-
tions for participation. In Florida, for instance, the Office 
of Financial Regulation operates the fintech sandbox, 
since they have best knowledge of the rules for which 
applicants need an exemption.

With an industry-neutral sandbox, there is no obvi-
ous “landing place” to receive and evaluate applications. 
Applicants could be seeking relief from any number of 
government agencies. Therefore, many industry-neutral 
sandbox proposals and programs create a new body to 
evaluate applications. This body will determine which 
agency should be involved for relief, consult with that 
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agency for input, and determine which applications get 
approved as well as any conditions for that applicant. 
The relevant agency will then administer the program in 
collaboration with the application agency and any other 
groups the legislature may designate.

 How can Florida take the lead 
on industry-neutral sandboxes?

Utah is the first state to have passed an industry-neu-
tral regulatory sandbox.5 Other states, such as Tennes-
see, are now following the lead and moving ahead.6 

In addition to creating a new agency to evaluate appli-
cations and designate the appropriate agency for each 
worthy applicant, these proposals create rules to allow 
the greatest possible space for innovation. It would be 
an ironic failure if the sandbox program merely served 
as an institution that only granted access to insiders 
and kept out promising competition.7 This is why states 

are including transparency and non-discrimination 
measures. Examples include requiring that applica-
tions and justifications be posted for public viewing or 
instructing the evaluation body to weigh the fact that a 
competitor was granted sandbox entrance as a strong 
factor in favor of approval.

Florida should build on these examples and con-
sider forming its own industry-neutral sandbox. Our 
state has been fortunate enough to attract many cut-
ting-edge technology startups in the past year, particu-
larly in Miami, Jacksonville, and Tampa. Some ventures 
in this vein do not fit neatly into established regulatory 
categories. Distributed autonomous organizations, or 
DAOs, straddle the lines between finance, investing, law, 
and charity, for instance.8 A carefully designed indus-
try-neutral sandbox can create just the right space for 
innovation to allow DAOs and all manners of innovative 
ideas to take off and flourish in our state.
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